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Pseudopotential calculation of the excitonic fine structure of million-atom
self-assembled In1ÀxGaxAsÕGaAs quantum dots
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The atomistic pseudopotential method is used to accurately predict the electron-hole exchange-induced fine
structure~FS! and polarization anisotropy in million-atom In12xGaxAs/GaAs quantum dots of various shapes
and compositions. The origin of the FS splittings is clarified using a simple model where the effects of
atomistic symmetry and spin-orbit interaction are separately evident. Remarkably, polarization anisotropy and
FS splittings are shown to occur, even in a cylindrically symmetric dot. Furthermore, ‘‘dark excitons’’ are
predicted to be partially allowed. Trends in splittings among different shapes and compositions are revealed.
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Recent advances in single-dot spectroscopy1–6 revealed
that the excitonic lines of self-assembled In12xGaxAs/GaAs
quantum dots exhibit a surprising fine-structure~FS! with
unique polarization anisotropy.4,7–9 Indeed the study of FS
has become very important recently.1,4,9 It was found that the
spectra of~001!-grown lens-shaped dots break into a fe
sharp lines,;0.1 meV apart, exhibiting pronouncedin-plane
anisotropy, distinguishing the seemingly equivalent@110# di-

rection from the@ 1̄10#. This is surprising in two ways. First
in sphericalcolloidal dots, the dipoles-allowed~‘‘bright’’ !
states do not exhibit FS.10 Second, the measured spat
anisotropy4–6,9 suggests a lower symmetry than the nomin
shape symmetry of the dot, which is often a rotationally sy
metric lens; whereas such low~e.g.,C2v) symmetries were
predicted theoretically11 and their effect onsingle-particle
physics ~e.g., Px-Py splitting! was discussed, the cons
quences of such symmetry on the many-body FS was
appreciated. Indeed, since continuum-type theories,4,5,8,6

based on the classic envelope-function methodology,12 com-
pletely lack FS for symmetric dots, the observation of FS1,4

led to the suggestion that the dot must be geometric
asymmetric. We show here that even if the dot is geome
cally symmetric~e.g., circular-based lens shaped!, there is a
FS and polarization anisotropy. Calculating this effect
self-assembled dots is a challenge: Unlike colloidal dots
include;103 atoms, predicting the electronic and FS pro
erties of self-assembled dots, including;106 atoms ~dot
1barrier! is considerably more complex. Using an atomis
pseudopotential approach to the single-particle and ma
body description of excitons in lens-shap
In12xGaxAs/GaAs self-assembled quantum dots, we sh
here how the atomistic lattice symmetry combined with
electron-hole exchange interaction produces excitonic
with pronounced in-plane polarization anisotropy even in
lindrically symmetric dots. Unlike continuum models whic
introduce a phenomenologicalad hoc ‘‘in-plane asymmetry
parameter’’ to fit to the measured splitting, we are able
provide quantitativepredictionsof the FS. Our theory natu
rally includes long- and short-range exchange interaction

Monoexcitons in self-assembled quantum dots exh
spectroscopic features on two energy scales: First, one
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serves the usualexciton structurewith splittings on the 10–
100 meV scale corresponding to the orbitally distinct~e.g.,
Se-Sh vs Pe-Ph) Coulomb-stabilized electron(e)-hole(h)
pairs. Second, one observes afine structure, on a 0.01–1
meV scale, comprising of exchange-stabilized stateswithin
a given orbitally-distinct~e.g., Se-Sh) exciton. Excitons in
both energetic hierarchies can be described by combin
the single-particle description with a many-body expansi
The underlying physics can be described and computed
follows.

The single-particle problem. The single-particle~orbital!
levels of a quantum dot are obtained by solving the o
electron Schro¨dinger equation in a confining potentialV(r ).
Thus, we describeV(r ) as a superposition of strained atom
~pseudo! potentials centered at the atomic equilibrium13,14

positions~for ;23106 atoms). The eigenstates ofV(r ) @ob-
tained numerically within a basis of ‘‘linear combination o
Bloch bands~LCBB!’’ 15 including multiband and intervalley
couplings# must transform like the irreducible representati
of the point-group symmetry underlying the nanostructu
For lens-shaped or pyramidal-shaped dots, this atom
symmetry isC2v distinguishing the@110# from the @ 1̄10#
direction, even if the overall shape is ‘‘ideal,’’ e.g.,circular-
base lens orsquare-base pyramid.11 As a consequence of th
atomistic symmetry, the electron and hole levels can be
mixed orbital and mixed Bloch character. These features
illustrated in Fig. 1 which analyzes the single-particle orb
als for a flat and a tall In0.6Ga0.4As/GaAs dot in terms of the
orbital character (S,P,D) and the Bloch character@Jz
53/2; 1/2; 1/28 and el, see caption of Fig. 1# of the wave
functions. We see that the wave functions of the flat dot
close to what ideal continuum models would suggest: T
ground hole state is 90%S-like, heavy-hole (Jz53/2) like,
whereas the next two hole levels are'80% P-like and
heavy-hole-like, with only 6–7%Sor D character. The elec
tron states have only weak interband coupling~around 6%!
and almost pure orbital character. However, for the tall d
the situation is similar for the electron states but dramatica
different for the holes: even the ground-state hole h
strongly mixedS (41%) andP (28%) character and is only
73% heavy-hole (Jz53/2) like. This enhanced mixing with
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Isosurfaces of the squared wave functions of the first three electron and first three hole states for a flat~dot F, 25.2 nm base and 3.5 nm
height! and a tall~dot T, b525.2 nm, h55 nm) In0.6Ga0.4As/GaAs dot. The two isosurfaces enclose 75% and 40% of the state densities. For an
purposes, we project the wave functions on three valence bandsx, y, z, and the lowest electron band el. The valence bands are labeled by their axial an
momentum values,Jz53/2 for heavy hole,Jz51/2 for (x2 iy)/A2↑, (x1 iy)/A2↓, andJz51/28 for z↑, z↓. The wave functions are further decomposed w
respect to their axial angular momentum components (S, P, D). Random alloy fluctuations have a strong effect on the visual shape of the hole s
However, the energies and the character of the wave functions remain nearly constant for different random alloys.
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increasing height results from the fact that for tall dots
confinements inx-y andz directions are comparable revea
ing the true zero-dimensional properties. Interestingly, Fig
shows that the magnitude of this mixing effect increases d
matically with only modest increase in height~from 3.5 nm
to 5 nm!.

Coulomb-stabilized excitonic structure. Each pairueihj&
composed of a single-particle electron (e0 ,e1 ,e2 , . . . ) and
hole state (h0 ,h1 ,h2 , . . . ) defines a single configuration
Including spin, this state is fourfold degenerate. T
electron-hole Coulomb interactionJ(ei ,hj ) leaves this four-
fold degeneracy intact, but binds the electron-hole pair. C
relations are introduced by allowing different single config
rationsueihj& to interact via configuration interaction~CI!.10

These correlations modify the FS splittings. The ensu
many-body statesCa5( i , jCi j

(a)ueihj& often contain a domi-
nant configuration, i.e., one with a particularly largeuCi j u2,
which will be used to label excitonic states. The Coulom
and exchange matrix elements needed for the CI calcula
are computed numerically10 from 12 electron and 12 hole
pseudopotential single-particle orbitals, and are screene
the dielectric function according to the model described
Ref. 16. Absorption is calculated by Fermi’s golden rule a
plied to CI states. The calculated low-resolution spectra fo
flat InAs/GaAs dot ~Fig. 2, upper panel! show a single
Se-Sh(e0-h0) line, followed by a maximum of four lines fo
the Pe-Ph channel, then theDe-Dh channel. The width of
thePe-Ph channel is typically around 10 meV for cylindrica
dots, but broadens to 27 meV for an elongated dot~dot E in
Table I!.

Exchange-induced FS. The e-h Coulomb interactions
give rise to excitonic structure that can be labeled by diff
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ent dominant orbital configurationsueihj& of the CI states
~e.g., upper part of Fig. 2!, the e-h exchangeinteraction
splits those states in a way that sensitively reflects
atomistic symmetry~lower part of Fig. 2!. We calculated the
FS splitting of four dots, and present the results in Fig. 2 a
Table I. We see, in Fig. 2, that each peak in the excito
spectra is split into four FS lines. Those shown in Fig. 2
light ~heavy! lines are ‘‘dark’’ ~bright! excitons.Remarkably,
even the symmetric dots (denoted P, F, and T), show split
of bright states as well as strong polarization anisotropy.

To interpret the results, we develop a simple model for
case where the envelope-function part of the electron

FIG. 2. Absorption spectra for a pure InAs dot~dot P). Upper panel:
low-resolution excitonic structure. Weak transitions, apart frome12h0 ,
have been omitted. Lower panel: FS splittings inmeV. Thin ~heavy! lines
denote dark~bright! states.
6-2
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hole states are ofG1 (S-like! symmetry. The Bloch part o
the electron state is ofG1 symmetry in zinc-blende structure
The electron states in the following are therefore, includ
spin, twofold ~Kramer’s! degenerate. Furthermore, the co
tribution of the valenceuZ& band in the hole states is ne
glected since it is pushed down in energy through the str
confinement inz direction~for flat dots!. We will proceed in
steps from the idealized cylindrical symmetry neglecting
first the spin-orbit interaction@Fig. 3~a!#, to the full atomistic
symmetry (C2v) in the presence of the spin-orbit interactio
@Fig. 3~d!#. We will show how the observed FS is the res
of the atomistic symmetry in presence of the spin-orbit int
action.

Cylindrical symmetry, no spin-orbit interaction@Figs. 3~a!
and 4~a!#. In this case, the hole states are eigenfunctions
the angular momentuml 51 as depicted in Fig. 4~a!. The
spin parts of the wave functions are written asu↑& and u↓&.
Due to the equivalence of the wave functionsuX& anduY& in
cylindrical symmetry, the four hole states are degener
The resulting eight exciton states~two electrons, four holes!
are split by the exchange interactionK ~singlet-triplet split-
ting! into two S50 and sixS51 states.

TABLE I. FS splittings for threeIn0.6Ga0.4As/GaAs dots: dotF
(b525.2 nm, h53.5 nm), dot E ~elliptical base withb1526 nm, b2
520 nm, andh53.5 nm), and dotT (b525.2 nm,h55 nm). The transi-
tion energies are in eV, while the FS splittingsK, d, h @see Fig. 3~d!# are in
meV. The dominant single-particle state contribution and the dominant
bital character of the excitons is denoted asei-hi andLe-Lh , respectively.
The polarizationP is given in percent for the low/high bright state.

Energy ei-hj Le-Lh K 2d 2h P

Dot F
1.266 0-0 S-S 164 4 0 253/51
1.305 0-4 S-S 68 32 0 21/220
1.334 1-1 P-P 85 9 1 13/226
1.336 2-1 P-P 68 13 0 265/68
1.341 1-2 P-P 109 26 3 233/3
1.343 2-2 P-P 46 34 1 297/92
1.399 3-3 D-D 44 6 1 277/68
1.402 4-3 D-D 39 6 0 291/90

Dot E
1.275 0-0 S-S 230 30 1 98/298
1.340 1-1 P-P 125 12 0 264/61
1.348 1-2 P-P 98 34 3 93/295
1.360 2-1 P-P 95 11 1 287/94
1.367 2-2 P-P 106 23 3 270/83
1.410 3-3 D-D 61 3 0 287/81
1.420 3-4 D-D 65 26 4 100/2100
1.427 4-3 D-D 42 9 0 294/97

Dot T
1.237 0-0 S-S 122 9 0 100/2100
1.241 0-1 S-P 80 7 0 96/296
1.285 1-0 P-S 66 77 1 290/86
1.288 1-1 P-P 73 8 1 94/295
1.291 2-1 P-P 64 33 1 277/83
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C2v symmetry, no spin-orbit interaction@Figs. 3~b! and
4~b!#. The spin-independentC2v potential does not have th
ability to mix spins. However, it will mix the orbital parts o
isospin hole states creating the eigenstates given in Fig.
where theC2v point-group notation17 has been used. We ob
tain two pairs of eigenfunctions whose orbital parts belong
the G2 andG4 representations and spin parts to theG5 rep-
resentation. The splitting of these two pairs is due to
nonequivalence of theuG2v& and uG4v& Bloch functions
~atomistic asymmetry!, reflected in the atomistic asymmetr
parameters5^G2vuHC2v

uG2v&2^G4vuHC2v
uG4v&, which is

characteristic of theC2v potential. The previously fourfold
degenerate hole states split into two by 2s. Consequently, the
excitonstates are split by the atomistic asymmetry 2s and
further split into singlet and triplet by the exchange termK
@Fig. 3~b!#.

Cylindrical symmetry, with spin-orbit interaction@Figs.
3~c! and 4~c!#. The spin-orbit interaction splits the hole stat
with respect to their total angular momentumJ. Thus, the
Jz53/2 hole statesa↑ and b↓ will split by D0 from the Jz

51/2 statesa↓ andb↑ @see Fig. 4~c!#. Considering only the
first two hole states (a↑, b↓) and the electron states (e↓,
e↑) , the exchange Hamiltonian in the basis of the four e
citons (a↑e↑), (a↑e↓), (b↓e↑) and (b↓e↓) is given byHex

(Hex8 will be described later!:

r-

FIG. 3. Schematic evolution of theexcitonic FS. D08 and D0 are the
spin-orbit splitting energies in the presence and absence of theC2v potential,
s is the atomistic asymmetry factor, andK is the exchange splitting energ
~see text!.

FIG. 4. Symmetry analysis of the single-particlehole state.D0 is the
spin-orbit splitting energy ands is the atomistic asymmetry splitting energ
~see text!. With, g25(A12«21«)/A2, g45(A12«22«)/A2, and D08

5AD0
214s2.
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Hex5S 0 0 0 0

0 K d 0

0 d K 0

0 0 0 0

D , Hex8 5S h 0 0 h

0 K d 0

0 d K 0

h 0 0 h

D ~1!

since thee-h exchange interaction only affectsS50 states.
In cylindrical symmetryuX& and uY& are equivalent and the
‘‘bright exciton splitting’’ d vanishes. The first four exciton
states form two doublets separated by the exchange inte
tion K @Fig. 3~c!#.

C2v Symmetry, with spin-orbit interaction@Figs. 3~d! and
4~d!#: The C2v potential, will allow mixing of isospin states
@Fig. 4~d!#. However, this mixing, denoted by«, will be weak
since the isospin states are far in energy, shifted by the l
spin-orbit interaction energyD0 . The eigenvectors of the
new hole states are given in Fig. 4~d! using thea and b as
well as inC2v notation. Using the latter basis, the exchan
Hamiltonian is still given by Hex but with d5d0

12«K0A12«2 and K5K012«d0A12«2. K0 is half of the
sum of ^G2vG1euHexuG2vG1e& and ^G4vG1euHexuG4vG1e&,
while d0 is half of the difference of both expressions and
like s, a measure of the atomistic asymmetry of the dot. T
asymmetrys leads to the mixing« of the split-off states.
« is therefore proportional tos and inversely proportiona
to D0 .

Our simple theoretical model identifies the microsco
meaning of the various splitting parametersK, s, h and d
~Fig. 3!. We now use this understanding to analyze
pseudopotential-CI calculated FS~lower panel of Fig. 2 and
in Table I!.

The splitting d of the bright states. We observe larger
splittings for transitions of thePe-Ph and De-Dh channels
(9 – 46meV) than exhibited in the Se-Sh channel
(2 – 30meV). The weak, ‘‘forbidden’’eS-hP transition ex-
hibits a surprisingly large (166meV) splitting. Asymmetries
in the overall dot shape tend to increase the splittings
seen in Table I for dotE ~elongated!. Notably, even cylindri-
cally symmetric dots (P,F,T) have nonzero splittings. Com
parison with experiment is complicated by the fact that c
rently there are very few experimental characterizations
the size~especially the height!, shape, and composition o
the dots for which FS is reported. In Refs. 4 and 6,d is
between 0–150meV for the ground-state exciton. A value a
16130
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large as 150meV is not predicted for the present do
(P,F,T,E), but is nevertheless conceivable for strong
elongated tall dots.

The polarization ratio P5 (I 1102I 1̄10)/(I 1101I 1̄10). The
bright states are split and show strong polarization in@110#
and @1̄10# directions. Even for circular-based lens-shap
dots we predict 100% polarization and show that measu
ments of finite polarizations can not be used as evidence
dot shape anisotropies. Notably, strong deviations from
expected 100% are found for certain transitions.

The singlet-triplet splitting K. The predicted values forK
are in very good agreement with experiment. Bayeret al.6

measure for the ground-states exciton K5116 meV for a dot
of '25 nm diameter and unspecified height. This value
very well with the calculated 122meV for dot T(b
525.2 nm,h55 nm). Furthermore we report larger value
for K in strongly confined systems like in the elongated doE
~20 nm confinement in thex-y plane! and in the pure InAs
dot ~larger band offsets!. This trend has also been observ
experimentally~Fig. 7 in Ref. 6!.

The splitting h of the dark states. These splittings are
small for all the considered dots. They are introduc
through two different effects. First, when the hole states p
up someG1v character from the valenceuZ& band~neglected
in the simple model!. Such mixing exists even for dots o
C2v symmetry and is expected to be stronger intall dots,
where the confinements in thez and in thex-y directions are
comparable. In this case,h is proportional to thez-polarized
dipole oscillator strength of the upper dark state. Second,
dots of lower symmetry~alloyed or shape asymmetric!, mix-
ing of dark and bright states becomes allowed and we ex
larger splittings with dark states ofx-y polarization as well
asz polarization. Taking these effects into account, the n
exchange Hamiltonian is given byHex8 @Eq. ~1!# and has the
eigenvalues depicted in Fig. 3~d!. For the dots presented,h is
very small.

In summary, we explain the origin of FS splittings b
developing a model based on symmetry considerations.
use this model to analyze the numerical results obtained
In12xGaxAs dots of various shapes and compositions~tall,
flat, elongated, pure, and alloyed!. We observe and explain
the occurrence of polarization anisotropy and FS splittings
lens-shaped dots~even with a perfectly circular base! and
reveal trends in the calculated FS.
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